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To the 153 PTO’S of the 153 world countries that have signed the ‘Patent Co-operation
Treaty’, for the economic growth, progress, and development of your own countries, by way
of inventions and intellectual property:

My name is Srinivas Devathi. I am the inventor of ‘Vehicle Color Change Technology’, with
the following patent grant details:

Patent granted by USPTO.
Patent Number:        US 8,910,998
Patent issue date:     16/12/2014 (dd/mm/ccyy)
Patent title:    Systems and methods for altering the color, appearance, or feel of a
vehicle surface.
The entire patent document has been attached along with this e-mail.

A replica PCT application was filed with USPTO as ISA (International Search Authority) to
which USPTO issues a fabricated ISR (International Search report) with a fabricated date
after fabricating prior art of Cobb, Price, Saenger & Hale and inserting the fabricated
prior art into USPTO database by fraudulent database insertion-manipulation techniques
called as hot-penning. All the published documents related to the PCT application could be
accessed by using the following PCT application details.

Replica PCT application number:    PCT/US2014/046619
PCT application filing date:        15/07/2014 (dd/mm/ccyy)
WIPO Patentscope Publication ID:    WO2015147900

This fraudulent ISR issued by USPTO has negatively affected my inventions IP rights across
61 non-USA countries where I have entered national stage using the PCT application.

The actions of USPTO constitute ‘Breach of Patent Cooperation Treaty’ which has been signed
by 153 countries. I feel responsible to inform the 153 countries about this ‘Breach of the
PCT Treaty’ and share the details of the fraud with you.

This fraud is currently in the Courts of India (where the jurisdiction belongs), and USPTO
is expected to eliminate their fraud and take corrective measures and relay the corrective
communications to all 153 countries (their PTO’S) and WIPO.

You can read all the details pertaining to my invention at the following website link:
https://srinivasdevathi.com/the-invention-of-vehicle-color-change-technology/

You can read all the details of the ‘lawsuit’ against USPTO at the following website link:
https://srinivasdevathi.com/os-2613-of-2020/

Additionally, in the interest of all the World countries, I request you to read the
following website links and become familiar with the content.
https://srinivasdevathi.com/project-earthling/
https://srinivasdevathi.com/un-global-governance-model-2020/
https://srinivasdevathi.com/global-earthling-council-gec/

Consider this as the first communication on this subject and you will receive formal
communications on this topic soon.

Srinivas Devathi
Author and Inventor
Srinivasdevathi.com
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